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Enterprise Service Computing: From Concept to DeploymentIGI Global, 2006

	The developed economy is shifting from being manufacturing based to services based. Different from the traditional manufacturing business, the services business is more complicated and dynamic, and end-user driven rather than product driven. To stay competitive, an enterprise thus has to rethink its business strategies and revamp its...
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Oracle Distributed SystemsO'Reilly, 1999
Any organization that uses the Oracle relational database management system (RDBMS) these days needs to use multiple databases. There are  many reasons to use more than a single database in a distributed  database system:
	Different databases may be associated with particular business  functions, such as manufacturing or...
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Reinforcement Learning and Approximate Dynamic Programming for Feedback ControlJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Modern day society relies on the operation of complex systems including aircraft, automobiles,

	electric power systems, economic entities, business organizations, banking

	and finance systems, computer networks, manufacturing systems, and industrial processes,

	Decision and control are responsible for ensuring that these systems perform...
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Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern InventionsApress, 2012

	Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern Inventions is a collection of interviews with inventors of famous products, innovations, and technologies that have made life easier or even changed the way we live. All of these scientists, engineers, wild-eyed geniuses, and amateur technologists have dedicated their...
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Database and Data Communication Network Systems, Three-Volume Set: Techniques and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2002
Database and Data Communication Network Systems examines the utilization of the Internet and Local Area/Wide Area Networks in all areas of human endeavor. This three-volume set covers, among other topics, database systems, data compression, database architecture, data acquisition, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and the practical...
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Silicon PhotonicsSpringer, 2004


	Silicon is a material where the extraordinary is made ordinary.1 This statement

	has been prompted by the rapid (exponential) development of the industry

	based on manufacturing silicon devices, which has seen enormous performance

	improvements and cost reductions over the last fifty years. Coming

	after the stone, iron, and...
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Optimizing Firm Performance: Alignment of Operational Success Drivers on the Basis of Empirical Data (Schriften zum europäischen Management)Springer, 2013

	â€‹Academic research has identified several operational drivers in manufacturing companies that have an effect on either the physical production of goods or its distribution: working capital requirements, manufacturing performance, supply chain performance and supply chain risk. Despite the fact that these four operational drivers have...
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From Gutenberg to Google: Electronic Representations of Literary TextsCambridge University Press, 2006

	Although this book focuses on the problems and potentials for electronic
	representations of the fundamental materials of document-based knowledge
	in literature, similar conditions obtain for representations of works
	in music, philosophy, history, the law, and religion. These fields find in
	paper documents the primary materials of...
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Encyclopedia of Space Science & Technology 2 Volume SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	A comprehensive resource on the past, present, and future of space technology

	

	Researchers in optics, materials processing, and telecommunications require a reference that can provide a quick study of a number of basic topics in space science. The two-volume Encyclopedia of Space Science and Technology represents an ambitious...
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Waste Recycling Technologies for Nanomaterials Manufacturing (Topics in Mining, Metallurgy and Materials Engineering)Springer, 2021

	
		This book discusses the recent advances in the wastes recycling technologies to provide low-cost and alternative ways for nanomaterials production. It shows how carbon nanomaterials can be synthesized from different waste sources such as banana fibers, argan (Argania spinosa) seed shells, corn grains, camellia oleifera shell, sugar cane...
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The Handbook of Data MiningLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
With the rapid introduction of highly sophisticated computers, (tele)communication, service, and manufacturing systems, a major shift has occurred in the way people use technology and work with it. The objective of this book series on Human Factors and Ergonomics is to provide researchers and practitioners a platform where important issues related...
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Application Design for Wearable Computing (Synthesis Lectures on Mobile and Pervasive Computing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
Mobile access is the gating technology required to make information available at any place and at any time. Its application domains range from inspection, maintenance, manufacturing, and navigation to on-the-move collaboration, position sensing, and real-time speech recognition and language translation. In the course of developing wearable systems...
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